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ABSTRACT

A statisticaltheoryofgrowthcurveanalysis,which makes useof smoothingsplinesis

formulatedandcodedforapplications.Wc havctcstcclourcodesextcnsivclyusingcomputer

generateddatasuperposcdwithrandomnoiseofvariousintensifies,bysimultaneouslyflttingall

datawithtwoindependentvariables.We arcpresentlyevaluatingvariousexperimentaldatain

fileMFE databasebymakinguseofourcodes.OurpreliminaryresultsindicatethatTFTR ohmic

tcmpcratureprofffleshapedependsalmostexclusivelyontheedgeplasmasafetyfactor,qa'as

waspreviouslyshowntobctrucforASDEX plasmaprofiles.

The main advantageof theutilizationof a simultaneousfittingof all(appropriately

normalized)profilesasafunctionofmorethanoneplasmaparameter,istoimprovesignificantly

thesignaltonoiseratio.We alsodctcrrninethcamountofsmoothingtobeappliedduringthe

curvefittingprocess.An optimallyselectedsmoothinghelpstoreducetherandomnoise,butyet

allowsthepredictionstostayclosetothedata.Inaddition,theuseofa multi-dimensional

parameterfieldprovidesuswithauniformlyvalidrcprcsentafion.

The curvefittingtechniquewc employusesa piccewiscpolynomialsplinerepresentation.

However,wc haveeliminateduhcusuallyadoptedmethodofsettinga simpleknotateverydata

point,forthereasonthattheexperimentallyobtaineddataisusuallyconfinedtothevaluesofthe

plasmapararnetcrsbunchedtogetherinsmallintervalswhicharcwidelyseparated.Presently,wc

areusingequallyspacedknots.
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INTRODUCTION

An essential part of the fusion research is to analyze and evaluate in dept the experimental

data obtained from various fusion devices. Only by the application of advanced statistical

techniques to these data can it become possible to bring out the hidden fine structures of the

properties of the measured plasma variables, and in turn significantly improve our understanding

of the physical phenomena associated with these experiments.

The use of smoothing splines in studying noisy data has been applied to various problems in

the past. In most of these studies a scheme similar to that defined below is used. Given the

approximate values Yi = g(xi) + el' of some smooth function g at the data points x i, i = 1,...,N,

and an estimate (_iof standard deviation in Yi' one minimizes the fimctional

i=1 1 °i J
over all functions with r derivatives. The parameter Z,controls the amount of smoothing to be

applied on the given noisy data. Excessive smoothing of the data causes the predicted values to

move away from the given data points. Thus, one has to use some criteria in order to decide the

amount of smoothing and yet stay reasonably close to the data.

lt is well-known that the solution of this problem can be expressed in terms of a piecewi_e

polynomial spline representation with simple knots at the data points. We find that this selection

is not quite suitable for data which has large numbers of data points in small intervals which are

widely separated, as is the case for the plasma variables as functions of certain plasma

parameters. In such cases the approximating function and its derivatives may develop a spurious

oscillatory behavior which forces us to use a higher degree of smoothing. We have developed

codes which not only let us piace the knots appropriately, but also allow us to study the data r.. a

function of more than one plasma parameter. In this way we can increase the number of input

data points fed into the curve fitting-smoothing scheme, and thus we can both reduce noise level

by a factor of V'-N,and also obtain a uniformly valid represention. In Figure 1 we give an

example of such data constructed by adding a random noise to a double Gaussian distribution

which evolves with a second parameter t. The result of the smoothing spline code is shown in

Figure 2.

We have also performed a preliminary study on the TFTR data obtained from the MFE profile

database. We studied tt,,_'electron temperature Te as a function of normalized flux radius p = r/a
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and the safety factor q, for the data obtained from 80 distinct ohmic discharge shots. In order to

obtain a uniform input set, we have normalized the data for each shot as

log Te(p,qi) = _5i +/i(p) + gi(p) log qi'

_i = (VN)_k=l .....N log Te(pt,qi).

The results of our preliminary study of the electron temperature are given in Figure 3. The

normalized input data is shown for some selected values of q in solid lines, and the smoothed

spl_ne fitting which is obtained from our code corresponding to this data is plotted in dashed

lines, as a function of the flux radius. The three dimensional smoothed Te surface is presented in

Figure 4. The result given in Figures 3 and 4, confirms the findings of Refs. 1 and 3. Namely, we

find that the ohmic temperature profile shape depends ahnost exclusively on the edge plasma q.

In summary, the following advantages result from a statistical parametrization of the plasma

profiles. First, by simultaneously fitting ali profiles with spline coefficient_s which depend on the

plasma variables, such as qa' a uniformly valid representation is obtained. Second, the signal to

noise ratio is significantly improved, thus enabling us to obtain more reliable estimates for the

functions and their derivatives.

A parametrized representation provides a compact summary of an experimental investigation:

a table of spline coefficients is much more usable than a large database of 'ali discharges.

Knowledge of the dependence of profiles on the plasma parameters may lead to new physical

insight, In view of the considerable experimental variation in individual profile measurements, it

is essential to express clearly at least the statistical uncertainties associated with fitting a set of

carefully measured profiles. Such parametrized profiles are then in a form suitable to be input

into transport and stability simulations.

Results Obtained

We have demonstrated the feasiblity of the growth curve analysis based on a piecewise

polynomial smoothing spline scheme in evaluating the experimental data. Presently we are

continuing our studies by trying to improve further our method with the inclusion of some

appropriate criteria for the degree of smoothing, so that the noise level in the raw data can be

reduced, while retaining the accuracy of our estimates of the measured values.
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, Figure 2

,Smoothing of Time Evolution of Noisy Double Gauslan
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, , " Figure 4

' _ SmoothingofTe obtainedfromTFTR database
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